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LAND ROVER
JAGUAR
COMPLETE
SERVICE
& REPAIRS
• Factory Trained Technician

• Courtesy cars available

• State of the art computer
diagnostic equipment

• Electrical, drive line, full
engine service

• Servicing foreign, domestic • Tires, shocks, struts
& SUVs
& alignments

DEPENDABLE, AFFORDABLE
& PROFESSIONAL.
YOU CAN COUNT ON US!!

HESP
AUTOMOTIVE
LTD.
67 Mahon Ave, North Vancouver
(2 blocks west of the Seabus Terminal)

604-986-4377
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Secretary:
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andy@west-bay.com
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• The Rover-Landers of BC are committed to the preservation,
restoration and driving enjoyment of Land Rover vehicles; and the
preservation of the outback environment throughout BC. Events are
targeted towards all members of the family.

From the President
This has been quite a busy year so
far in our Land Rover community.
We’ve had what feels like dozens of
runs so far – actually, only 8 officially.
We’ve developed and deepened our
Rover friendships this year as the core
group that goes out on runs expands
and ever-changes.
A lot of the trails we’ve visited this
spring are revisits of previous trips
from over the years, but the membership has changed so that many of the

trails are brand new to some folks and
trails have changed enough that even
the more seasoned have enjoyed the
new challenges.
To me, the best thing about being
part of a group like this is the support
one receives when on the trail and not
certain of the best way to proceed.
Whether stuck in a mud hole, or
mechanically broken, having the confidence of several mechanically and
safety inclined individuals along – not
to mention some great cooks
and navigators – makes what
would be a stressful situation
simply part of the adventure.
I was lucky (?) enough to
win the coveted ‘Breakdown
Wizard’ trophy at the Laager in
the Valley in Duncan in June.
This for allowing that stump to
get the better of my steering
back at last fall’s Northwest
Challenge in Washington. But,
due to the ingenuity of several
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Supporters
• Special thanks goes to our advertisers who
make the publication of this newsletter
possible. Please show your support by visiting these companies.
• The Rover-Landers of BC has a very active
Internet home page and Forum.
• Visit our site:
http://www.roverlanders.bc.ca.
• Thanks to Black Press Newspaper Group
for providing web hosting services for us.

On the cover
Shawn Doherty’s newly painted (May) Series III
109” is perfectly balanced out with Charlie in
the back and Shawn in the front. Shown here on
the Teeter-Totter at the Active Mountain Resort
4x4 Off-Road Track outside Merritt.
Photo by: P. Blair

of our club members (Don & Shawn),
it is something we can all laugh about
now, rather than having to hike out of
the bush 4 hours for repairs. Thanks
guys! I’d be happy to share this great
award with you both and let you have
the trophy over at your place for a
while too. It’s a beaut!
Speaking of laughing, a couple of
years back Rick Mellenger & Greg
Sutfin introduced an award called the
‘Broken Pulley Award’. The winner
was the person who had a breakdown
over the event weekend and a story
about their truck repairs. What it has
really does is get us all laughing at ourselves a lot more than we ever did. I
think this is great. Now I don’t have to
think I’m the only one that’s a dumbass – and neither do you! Every single
one of us has a skeleton or two in the
ole Rover glove box that wasn’t very
funny when it happened, but is worth
its weight in humour (and perhaps
continued on Page 5
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Monthly Meeting Minutes
April Meeting Minutes
April 20th, 2006
The meeting started at 7:30 p.m.
The following members were in attendance:
Dave Blair: President, Don MacDonald:
Vice President, Stuart Longair: Treasurer,
Andy Deane, Bill Eastwood, Shawn
Doherty, Kris Maksymiuk, Pamela Blair,
Bernie Buttner, Paul Cooper, Jerry Hurlburt, Andrew Phillips.
Guests: April Buttner, Mark & Leanna
Maksymuik.
Items of Business:
The President opened the meeting with a
welcome to all.
1.) Put forward – meetings although casual, when someone wants to voice their
opinion please raise their hand and they
will get their turn.
2.) Weekend RTV Trials have been canceled. Not enough participation. Why?
• Cost of fuel (Paul Cooper)
• Cost of event (Don, Bill)
• Core group (12 people), half group vol-

unteering.
• Maybe hold only once a year
• Do people leave registration until last
minute?
• Lots of work for the club to do it for so
little club members.
• Seasonal
3.) Optional Run for Trials Weekend: to
Hut Lake? (meet at Squamish McD’s), Run
to Clear Creek? Run to Weaver? Dickson
Lake Loop? East of Hope, Dave’s Run
(Othello Tunnels).
4.) 4WDABC
• Dave Blair is now Treasurer.
• Budget was planned as a loss
• Dave has been working on cutting unnecessary costs
• W h i p s a w : R o v e r- L a n d e r s d e a l o r
4WDABC.
• Paul will forward information regarding
sign up to ministry for registering to
maintain Whipsaw Trail to 4WDABC.

• Upcoming Whipsaw Run do we advertise it as a 4WDABC Run – no.
• Don will do a 4WDABC report with a
response card
5.) Back to decision for a Run on Sunday.
Discussion and decision to head out to
Othello Tunnels.
• 9 a.m. Mt. Lehman Automall – Tim Horton’s.
6.) Van Dusen ABFM on May 20th: to be
discussed on forum.
7.) Spences Bridge trip to camp at Alan
Simpsons – May 27-28.
8.) Andy Deane congratulations to Pamela
for a great newsletter.
9.) Paul Cooper brought wire rope from
Donaldson Ropes – donated to raffle
off at a future event.

• Rick – 1.5 in billet spacers installed all
around his 109.
• John – new wiper blades and a wash is
pending.
• Don – exchanged the tires on his Disco,
to get better mileage and helping Paul C
with a set of rock sliders.
• Stuart – 109 has a Fairy Overdrive
installed, a vhf radio, carpets soon.
Lucille has departed, Duncan has left the
fold, 2 more Rovers have landed in eastern Canada and on their way west to add
to his fleet.
• Andrew H – added a rear tank to his
Rover 90.
• Dave – is developing a reputation of having a good crop of frames.
• Bill – is resting on his laurels and contemplating more scratches.
• Bernie – has dismantled his 88” and has
a tent installed on his 110.
2.) Our President Dave while working in
Red Deer attended a Land Rover group
meeting and was pleased with hearing

about similar issues as our club with them.
3.) This weekend is ABFM at Van Dusen
Gardens.
• Also the first 2006 Clean-Up of the
Whipsaw Trail for the 4WDABC by our
Club.
• The following weekend is our Run into
Spences Bridge area with a camping base
at Rover Works which is located just east
of Spences Bridge on the road to Merritt.
The departure point is at Watcom Road at
Tim Horton’s, Friday night at 5:00 p.m.
• June 10-11 Run is to the farm of Greg
Sutfin in Duncan where the formerly
named Rovers Rally in the Valley Run
now renamed Laager in the Valley will
be held. It is the occasion of the 4th
annual event. Most mainland Rover-Landers attending gather at the first ferry
Saturday am to travel over, it has been
the case that we gather at Tim Horton’s
in the south end of Nanaimo and convoy
down with the up Island Rovers to
Greg’s farm.

Minutes taken by VP Don MacDonald
standing in for Rick Mellenger,
Secretary for the Rover-Landers of BC

May Meeting Minutes
May 18th, 2006
The meeting started at 7:30 p.m.
The following members were in attendance:
Dave Blair: President, Don MacDonald:
Vice President, Stuart Longair: Treasurer,
Rick Mellenger: Secretary, Phil Armstrong, Bill Eastwood, Shawn Doherty,
Pamela Blair, Bernie Buttner, Paul Cooper,
Andrew Phillips, Ryan Ulansky, John Parsons, Andrew Howton.
Guests: Deb Waters, Linda Hidber
Items of Business:
1.) The President opened the meeting with
the new format of the members telling
their Show & Tell stories.
• Phil – has almost finished installation of
his Rover Drive in his D90.
• Shawn – has finished a beautiful camper
box for in the back of his 109, has painted his truck.
• Paul – has installed a laptop mount in his
Disco.
• Andrew P – no projects just now. New
nail gun.
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• June 17th is the first Memorial Run in

in the USA.
The meeting ended with a gathering in the
4.)
Please
Note:
There
are
no
club
meetparking lot to admire the many Rovers in
honor of Jim McEachern and will start in
the Copper Creek area – Placer Mountain, ings at Ricky’s Restaurant in Surrey for the attendance.
Ashnola Traverse. With departure from months of June, July, August & SeptemWatcom Road Friday night at 5 p.m. Or ber. We will be holding Sunday picnic Your Secretary wishes all a great summer.
Saturday at 10:00 a.m. from the Copper gatherings around the area each month, And we hope to see some of you at the
Please watch the Calendar on the Forum exciting runs scheduled or at least at some
Creek Campsite east of Manning Park.
• Please watch the Calendar on the Forum for locations and events. These will be of the Rover Picnics.
for a mid July 2nd, Whipsaw Trail Clean- family friendly events so please try to
attend and invite other Rover owners to Rick Mellenger
Up Run.
Secretary for the Rover-Landers of BC
• Sept 27-30th a Run is planned into Moab come along and get acquainted with us.
continued from Page 3

education) now that its past.
I’m looking forward to the Whipsaw Clean-Up Run in
August. I have now finally met with Ed Abels from MoTSA
and signed the agreement. See more on Page 19.
Mid September will see some of us joined up again with our
Okanagan pal Jim Skelton for the Greystokes Run up above
Kelowna. Then at the end of September a number of our members are heading off to Moab in Utah for the Land Rover
National Rally. October we hope to be heading up the Sunshine
Coast to Powell River, November will be our annual fall RTV
Trials event. So we still have a busy year ahead of us. Hope-

Editor’s Message
Well folks, here it is! I sincerely hope you enjoy this summer Rover-Landers Newsletter. It’s full up with a lot of good
stuff. I had to add an extra 4 pages last week as things were
getting a tad tight with some new advertisers coming in.
Thanks to the members who send info into me regularly –
very appreciated and I try to use as much as I can. Tho it
seemed I had to write almost all the Run stories myself this
issue. I do hope that they are okay with everyone.
The Pups & I have really enjoyed the Runs & events so far

Bill Donaldson
Unit 111 – 1305 Welch St.
North Vancouver, B.C.
V7P 1B3
Cell:
Tel:
Fax:

604-813-7673
604-985-7673
604-985-7678

fully we’ll continue to see many of you out to the events.
As most of you know I took on the major task this year
of changing the gas engine over to diesel in my old Series
IIA. Quite the job! So far all is going okay and I am in the
tweaking stage now but hope to have the truck out in full
force for Whipsaw in mid August. I booked some space ‘In
the Garage’ section of the newsletter with Pamela so you
can read a bit of what I have done to the old truck.
Thanks for the all input and help from so many of you this
year this year. Any club is only as strong as its members.

Happy Rovering!
Dave
this year we have been on, and in comfort too! But we only
take the Disco so the Pups have Air Conditioning. “Yeah
right!” I can hear you all saying. Tee-hee!
In case anyone wonders about the covers – I try to spread
the cover shot out between Series trucks, Defenders, Range
Rovers and Discoverys/others. This issue it was the Series
turn. December will either be a Defender or Range Rover as
we had 2 together on the December 2005 issue.
Thanks again and the winter issue will be on the table for
Pamela
the Rover-Landers Christmas Party or sooner.

• Donaldson Ropes and our staff have more than 40 years experience
in the Marine Industry. Our sales staff is constantly upgrading their
techniques to bring you the latest in technology, performance specifications and standards. We are located in beautiful North Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada and are family owned and operated.
• We are the authorized dealer for Manila Cordage, Samson Ropes,
Canacord, PolyTwine, Polysteel Atlantic and Bridgeline. Our rope
products range from natural manila to synthetic nylons, polypropylene,
polysteel & polyester in braided, double braided and twisted styles.
• Service and satisfaction is first and foremost at Donaldson Ropes.
• We are proud of our commitment to our customer, our
product knowledge and overall friendliness!
• Specal rate for Rover-Landers members!

We look forward to working with you.

www.donaldsonropes.com
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Squeah Run – April 23rd, 2006
Story: Pamela Blair
Photos: Andy Deane, P. Blair
The proposed, planned but eventually canceled Rover-Landers Spring RTV
Trials were to be held on this weekend.
Trials were cancelled by Rover-Landers President Dave Blair and Executive due to a serious lack of entries the
week leading up to the event, once
again to be held at the Operators Training School in Aldergrove.
At the April 20th monthly meeting
many Rover-Landers volunteering for
Trials were present. It was decided to
still do something together but‘low-key’
on the Sunday as most of the volunteers
had booked the day off for Rovers anyways. Some ideas of places to have a
quick Run into were suggested: Hut
Lake – Squamish, Sunrise Lake, Weaver
Traverse, Clear Creek – Harrison Lake
& the Hope area. Many members are
now weary of the Stave & West Harrison Lake areas for obvious reasons.
It was decided that anyone wishing
to go would meet up at the Mt.
Lehman Tim Horton’s at 9:00 a.m. on
Sunday. Dave Blair chatted with member Bill Eastwood and both were
amazed at the great turnout of trucks –
almost double what was entered for
Trials! Bill commenting “What does
this tell us?” All in all 13 trucks turned
out for the day: 4 Discos, 2 D90’s, 2
Series trucks, 1 Range Rover, 1 LR3, 2
Toyotas and 1 Dodge Dakota. 30+
people & kids and 5 dogs. Wowzers!!
The plan decided and underway, the
group then convoyed up the #1 to
Hope. After a relatively quick stop for
some diesel & gas in Hope and a regathering, the group headed for the
parking lot at the Othello Tunnels.
Almost no one in the group had been
to the Tunnels before or so it seemed.
Oliver & Willow set the pace for the
group as this is a favorite walking spot
for them. The sun was out, the air was
warm and soon the group were shedding jackets and extra sweaters.

The Othello Tunnels area is now a
park and hosts ‘pay parking’ and is
wheelchair accessible to any and all
who wish to take a run out there now
and view the 4 existing train tunnels
and trestles through the rocky canyon.

break. Stuart and the boys having to
leave us here and head back to downtown Vancouver. The rest of us continued exploring the logging spurs but

Juan & Company trying out the 2006 LR3’s
manouverability.

always ending at a ‘dead-end’. Andy,
Jason, Juan and Pete had some fun getThis was once part of the active ting over a large fallen tree and then at
Kettle Valley Rail Line (KVR) down
through the Coldwater Canyon from
the Coquihalla. The canyon is narrow
and deep but allows for spectacular
views of deep churning waters below
as the river twists and turns it way
down the valley and under the bridges.
From here and after a brief Drivers
Meeting and another re-grouping we
headed out above Kawkawa Lake on a
forestry emergency road. All going We have all decided that Jason likes to really
well until we hit a locked gate at the play ‘on’ the rocks. Remember Smud in Feb.??
back of some fellows yard. Crisis one point Jason high-centering his
averted and directions sought we set Disco on a rock pile. We eventually
off again up and down and across the found Squeah Lake on the way down
side of Ogilivie Peak and Jorgenson at 13.5 km out and not at the told 14.5
Peak in search of Squeah Lake.
km. A few trucks went in and found 2
14.5 km in we were told, but we resting bikers at the campsite. It was a
clean camping spot and nice to see it
was not trashed out and full of garbage
like many others are.
Continuing down we hit the Fraser
River as both Charlie & Oliver were
desperate for a much needed swim
break! Willow, Lexi & Ace opted for
the “stay on the bank and sniff everything plan”. There was a great sand
bank and we all chatted before heading
out in search of pavement and the
overshot it and ended up on way up on route home. 30 seconds onto pavement
the side of the Squeah Mountain. 1:30 Dave & Pamela went “Oh no!” as they
now and time for a much needed lunch heard a “thwap thwap” noise from their
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Andy & Bailey Deane squeezing by a fallen tree
on the way down.

Disco. Pulling over and sure enough – a
flat! Punctured right through the sidewall by a small sharp stick. Andy &
Shawn pulled over behind and were out
and inspecting the situation and the
whole change only took a few seconds,
rivaling an Indy 500 tyre change! Only
thing missing was some flashy overalls.
Thanks Guys! Everyone was then out
and on their way to home. It was a good
Run – great turnout of trucks and people,
great weather and some new scenery and
new trails & roads were found.

American & Ruby Creek Run – May 14th, 2006
Story & photos by Pamela Blair
Paul Cooper, Dave & Pamela Blair
with Willow & Oliver decided that a
break from chores was the order of the
day for May 14th. The main reason –
scoping out some new/old trails/roads to
see if they were still open and accessible.
End result – most probably.
So the 2 gold Discos headed up
towards Hope in search of the American
& Ruby Creek FSR’s to see if getting
through was still a possibility. The
weather was great, warm but not too
warm way up top as we started climbing
up the American Creek FSR quickly.
Paul spotted a bear in the shadows
but it was gone by the time Pamela &
Dave went by. The road was in good
shape but then all of a sudden we
seemed to be on the backside of Dog
Mountain deep in the shadows and there
was still snow – in mid May!
We both tried but it was not to be –
turn back time. Dave & Pamela ended

up in front and yup... they then saw a
bear! Bear count was now at 2.
Back out to the Fraser Canyon Hwy
and down to the Ruby Creek entrance.
Good route up – lots of off-shoots to
explore at a later time but we were on a
fixed time schedule. Dave had to be at
the Abbotsford Airport to fly out to
Alberta for 6:30 p.m.
Going up one road on Ruby Creek
found us back up on the Hydro-line at
1’ish – a good time for lunch. Great
views up here in all directions. Heading
off it was not long before we encoun-

tered “the rock” that was way too heavy
for the 3 of us to move. Going by the
first time was okay – tight and a bit
tense, but okay. At the bottom of the
rock slide we realized very quick that
although the bridge was in great shape
across the river the far side was not! A
seven foot deep washout hole waited in
dark silence for anyone daring (or stupid) enough to cross the bridge. Back up
the rock slide we went, only to discover

that the far side was now crumbling
after the 2 Discos had passed by. Pull the
rock, winch the rock? – what was it
going to be? Okay, build a step up to it
and over instead.
That we did and over we both went.
Hey... made for some good photo ops!
We headed out and up another offshoot
Paul thought may be the right one. Once
again we were stopped by deep snow.
Time a ticking we headed back down to
the highway. To be noted here that on
the first run up American Creek we saw
2 bears and 1 pile of bear scat. On the
second run up Ruby Creek we spotted
12 piles of bear scat in about a 2 mile
stretch and no bears! The bears were
noted to be definitely not using Charmin
like they do in the TV commercials.
So... either lots of bears or only one or
two bears that were very busy. Who’s to
know? It was a great day and a good
exploratory run. We will go back later to
get through once the snow is gone.
Future Rover-Landers GPS Run
area – think so!
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Whipsaw Trail Check-Up Run – May 20 - 22nd, 2006
by Bill Eastwood
Photos: Shawn Doherty, Andy Deane
& Kris Maksymuik
As it turns out this trip really developed into two separate adventures. The
first adventure involved a group of
stalwart trucks assaulting the road to
Lodestone Lake through the snow
starting with nine vehicles on Saturday
the 20th of May. Retreating to a lower
elevation camp for the night, they were
joined the next day on the slope they active mine site. A pleasant afternoon
abandoned the day before by two more of poking around the old Blakeburn
trucks. They final successful assault on ruins was followed by a fateful 5:00
Lodestone was made by Kris’s 90,
p.m. decision to do some

selves from the opposite end of the trail
that we had become buried in, and we
were all out on the road to Coalmont.
Sometime just before three in the
morning we limped into Granite City
to lick our wounds. The ladies in the
group required restitution by having
their mates take them to a motel for a
good nights sleep. The rest of us set up

more exploring rather
than head back to camp
for dinner.
A marathon winching
session, eight hours and
two very stuck trucks
later we emerged onto a
logging road with everyone covered in the most camp and slept away what was left of
tenacious “mog bog” the morning.
mud. The Unimog had lost its power
steering, Shawn’s 109 was in tow and
Bill’s 90 was now stretched to a 100
inch wheelbase!
By now, Kris, Mark and Andrew
had broken camp after their day in the

Andrew’s 90 and Mark’s 110.
While they trudged on by winch and
shovel a few feet at a time, the rest of
the group less Ryan in his 110, decided
to go exploring side roads below the

snow and were looking for us to offer
assistance. We on the other hand
sheepishly exited our black hole by
slipping out through the active mining
operation with the permission of one
of their staff.
Another hour or so waiting for our
erstwhile rescuers to extract them-

Monday saw Shawn’s truck loaded
onto a flatbed and sent off to UK Trek
& Traction in Langley for repair, followed by the rest of us slowly filtering
out of camp. It turns out that the Samurai that was with our group also ended
up hooked to the same flatbed after
breaking down just outside the Manning East Gate.
All’s well that ends well, Shawn
was happy to hear that his truck was
only suffering from a broken distributor rotor that was shorting to ground
(we knew that... sure we did?)
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ABFM - Van Dusen Gardens, Vancouver – May 20th, 2006
Left: Former Rover-Lander member Brodie Petersen
poses beside his homemade Series II Lightweight at
the ABFM held every May at Van Dusen Gardens in
Vancouver. Brodie took 3rd place at the show in
“Best of Class” that featured Land Rovers.
Right: Our very own Rover-Landers Secretary
Stuart Longair took 1st place for “Best of Class”
with ‘Summer’ his 1967 Series IIA 109”.
Well done!!
Photo: Stuart Longair

Group shot from the Van Isle Laager in the Valley ~ June 2006
Write up & more photos on Pages 12 & 13.
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Spences Bridge Run – May 27 & 28th, 2006
by Pamela Blair
Photos by: Andy Deane & P. Blair
With the May long weekend’s foiled
but valiant attempt to get through
‘Whipsaw’s snow’ by Bill, Shawn,
Andy, Kris & Mark, Andrew H and
company behind them, the Spences
Bridge Run saw a weekend full of success, adventure, different scenery and
lots of trucks & people.
The group gathered at Clapperton
Ranch on the Nicola River about 12
kms east of the bustling metropolis of
Spences Bridge. Kindly allowing us all
to camp on site was Alan Simpson of
Rover Works. Needless to say all the
‘boys’ were wandering about with
bulging eyes in Alan’s new shop that
houses many projects on the go – some
Rovers, some not.

for the Saturday run and had to head
back to the coast that evening.
The weather was mixed with cloud
and rain but all in all nothing we could
not handle. We were all camped above
the Nicola River on a section of the
abandoned N K & S railway line.
Alan could not spare the time out to
come out with us all on Saturday’s Run
but sent along one of his employees –
Terry who knew the area we were
going up into.
It was a good Run up the SkuhunPimainus FSR into the Gordon Lake
area after a few dead ends. We pushed
through the bush, saw some beetle-kill
management logging plots in progress
and then headed into a pinging hail
storm. We came out on the Pimainus

The turnout consisted of 3 Series
trucks (Shawn, Stuart & Rick), 3
Range Rovers (John, Andy and
Andrew P), 5 Defenders 90’s& 100’s
(Bill, Bernie, Phil, Ryan & Glenn) and
2 Discos (Paul & Dave). 19 adults, 2
kids and 4 dogs. Don MacDonald
Ridge FSR after a full day headed
coming up with Bernie and going back
back to camp for supper, visiting and
‘with stuff’ on Sunday with Andrew.
celebrating Stuart’s birthday comGlenn Daigle & his friend only stayed
plete with cake.
Sunday saw us most of us (Shawn,
Bill, Stuart, Dave, Andy, Paul, Ryan,
Bernie, John & Phil) head out to Merritt to meet up with Michael Knight.
We met Michael in Merritt for
noon at Timmy’s and he convoyed us
all up this his ‘work in progress’. A
Parts anyone???

newly constructed area high above
Merritt in around the same area that
houses the Merritt Mountain Music
Festival. The whole site is now run by
the Active Mountain Resort Inc.
Michael basically turned us loose in
this newly built off-road 4x4 course
based on courses offered in the UK.
At first I think we all went “well...
this looks easy!” But... someone was
listening and the heavens opened up
and literally flooded and mucked the
place up. I stood out on the side of one
hill in the pelting sideways rain in my
wellies and full length Aussie oilskin
with hoodie-hood up looking like the
grim reaper as Paul Cooper slipped,
slided and crawled his way up the hill
with Michael as his passenger.
The rain finally subsided, but it had
made the whole course very slickery
and now quite tricky in places.
We all got wet and very muddy had some laughs and a load of fun.
We thanked Michael for allowing us
all to try out the new course and headed off to where his finger pointed us
to get out on the other side. The other
side proved to pop us all down the
side of the hill and into someone’s
back yard. Dave went up and apologized and explained and we got out
onto the pavement.
We had a brief rescue of a mini-van
that attempted to off-road resulting in
3 wheels in the ditch and 1 back wheel
still on the pavement – Andy tugged
them out and away we all went again.
We headed into Sunshine Valley
and hit the Jack Swartz Road. Had a

Active Mountain Off-Road Track
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very late lunch in Little Box Canyon and coming out just south of
on Spius Creek. From here I believe Boston Bar.
it was Spius Creek FSR to Uztilius
After a quick and dirty little
Creek FSR to Anderson River FSR electrical repair to Shawn’s truck

we were all heading for points west
and home.
Thanks to Alan and his wife
from all of us at Rover-Landers for
their generous hospitality, friendship and camping facilities.

ROVERWORKS
Restorations
Service & Repair
New & Used Parts

Call us today:

(250) 458-2447
or visit our website:

www.roverworks.com

Rover Works B.C. Ltd Director, Alan Simpson, is a
Licensed Interprovincial Mechanic. Laws in B.C.
require work for profit on another person's vehicle
requires such qualification. Shop Liability Insurance (protecting your vehicle) can only be purchased with proof of it. Rover Works has full coverage with a garage policy, complete with repairperson plate for vehicle transport. Rover Works
B.C. Ltd also offers support to the hobbyist working on their own vehicle. We enjoy assisting our
proven customers with accurate, and knowledgeable assistance over the phone.

of BC

We also restore
other classic vehicles
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Van Isle - Laager in the Valley, Duncan – June 10 & 11th, 2006
by Greg Sutfin
Photos by P. Blair

I wanted too. Other than a bit of a soft
spot when you first drove onto the field,
it was dry, and just hard enough. Those
The fourth annual Vancouver Island down pours helped the mud pit as well,
Land Rover get together was called a so they weren’t so bad. (Thursday it

Laager, a South African word referring
to a camp protected by circled wagons, it
was an enjoyable meeting of Land Rover
enthusiasts. I claim it’s the second largest
annual Land Rover event in British
Columbia. I’m probably right, but
haven’t really done much research into
it. I do know it isn’t as big as the RoverLanders of BC ‘Founders Day Event’,
which is the club’s annual show and
AGM held in January.
Starting in late February and every
week or so, I could be found mowing
some of our acreage on my little antique
JD garden tractor. It took less mowing
this year than last due to the torrential
rain we had a few days before the big
event. The grass was a bit longer than I
wanted and I would have liked to cut it
one more time. When the first Land
Rovers began rolling in on Friday night,
I found the ground was a bit softer than

mud pit. Our planned “Workshops” didn’t happen again this year; the day
seemed too full and we just didn’t get
around to them.
Mud was the entertainer of the day. It
was much better mud this year than last;
last year it was rather smelly (just ask
Pamela). This year it was just dirty and
slippery (just ask Rick). Cheering could
be heard as Land Rovers, a Jeep, Chevy
S10 and motorcycle gained inch after
inch in the pit. There were a few
moments in the mud that need mentioning. My son David in his V8 Jeep Grand
Cherokee showing us “how to do it”,
then stalling just a couple of feet from
Laager Line-Up the end. He thought it had run out of gas
by the way it choked off and came to a
rained over two inches) Friday was stop but it seems his air cleaner had
mostly sunny, Saturday and Sunday filled with mud and water instead.
were beautiful.
Friday afternoon arrived and the site
wasn’t ready. Victor and I had most
things in place: the water hose and
power cord, the shelter frame was up,
fire extinguishers were out and garbage
cans were located. Friday morning I
had got our next-door neighbor to
come over in his BIG tractor to run
back and forth in our mud pit to ‘prime’
it up, he did a wonderful job! Our early
arrivals helped finish the shelter, the
top went on easier than ever; must be Jonathan Hebden took his motorcycle
the practice, and of note, it turned out through to show us “how to do it”. He
to be a sun shelter again this year. Once tried three times and only got through
the shelter was together, we were fin- once. The other two times resulted in a
ished and ready.
muddy face-plant. Rick Mellenger went
“Build it and they will come”. We put on foot to toss Natasha in, slipped and
the place together and sure enough Saturday morning the Land Rovers came.
There were Series Ones, Twos and Two
A’s, Series Three, D90’s’, D110’s,
Hybrids, Discovery’s, Range Rovers
and a Freelander. If you include a couple
of non-runners at my barn, there were
28 in total this year. Up from 25 last
year. I snapped a photo of each Land
Rover with its crew as they lined up in
the field. Everyone mingled and eventuRover-Landers member Oliver Balme from
ally a few got around to trying out the New
Cobble Hill ‘burned’ thru the mud-bog with his
newly acquired 1970 Series IIA - 88”.
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fell, parking Natasha safely (except for
her feet) on the grass on the other side,
while Rick sported mud from chin to
toes. Then our (award winning) Oliver
Balme dutifully drove his 88 into, and
back out of, the mud with a finesse
deserving admiration. He didn’t have
lockers, spectacular tires or anything else
out of the ordinary, just skill. He picked
a good line, right through the middle,
and kept moving, when there was doubt
he gently massaged the throttle and used
ever so little steering to keep things moving. Must be a farmer thing!
Sometime during all this the barbecue
was fired up, hotdogs and hamburgers
were served, chips, pop and other donated goodies were available to one and all.
Mid-afternoon the troops were gathered for our “No Scratch Run”. About
18 vehicles went on this delightful drive
to the Memorial Cairn on the eastern
peak of Mount Prevost. This is the fourth
year for this same “No Scratch” outing
and we haven’t followed the same route
yet. It was enjoyable, provided spectacular views and was the highlight for some.
On return to the Laager, we dove into
the Pot-Luck Dinner, watched some
slides of Rover-Landers trips; a home
movie of the Border to Border ’02 trip;
drew for an Air Compressor and enjoyed
a campfire before bed.
Sunday morning dawned misty and
by 7:15 cleared to a beautiful blue sky.
Breakfast was at ‘The Shipyard’ in
Maple Bay with 26 attending. We
returned to the Laager to muster for our
“Scratch & Dent” drive. No dents this
year and no real scratches either, just a
bit of dust rubbed off by overhanging
branches. We visited the historic Mount
Sicker Mine area and lumped along a
few kilometers of rough road. It was
only about 30 kms total but took us 5
hours. We had a bit of spectator sport as
Phil Armstrong and Deb drove their
D90 along one of the more difficult
trails. There WAS a winch used in a couple of places. Well done Phil!
After this ‘Sunday Drive’ it wasn’t
long before the campers were on their
way and the campsite was stripped to

and we had a few more attendees, so the
advertising previous years must be paying off. I didn’t go searching for donations, handouts or prizes but a few of my
helpers asked select vendors for some
trinkets. Derek Norman managed the
“Welley Toss” again this year and had
gift certificates from Wise Owl Parts.
Taking 1st place was Kerry Russell, 2nd
was Darren Russell and 3rd went to
Jonathan Hebden. Alan Simpson at
Roverworks provided a gift certificate
that went to Oliver Balme for his mastery of the mud pit. Ross Grant managed
a donation of a 12V air compressor from
Air Zone Recreation for the door prize
that went to Rob Hoban. Victoria Land
Rover provided some posters and

Top: Phil Armstrong from Aldergrove pauses his
D90 to pull out the winch cable after a few
attempts to drive up the slab.
Middle: Looking up ‘Hamburger Hill’, D90 at top.
Bottom: Bringing in the ‘heavies’ for some extra
weight.

bare field for the horses. The cleanup
done by everyone before they left was
fabulous. Nothing left for the horses to
get into trouble with and the shelter
came down easily again. The biggest
loss was a diamond pendant that went
missing during the mud runs. (Not in the
mud, but in the spectator area) It got
dropped in the grass and hours of
searching turned nothing up. No one
else suffered any damage did they?
I did a little less prep work this year

Top: Dave Blair accepts the 2006 Van Isle Breakdown Wizard Award from Greg Sutfin for his
‘breakdown’ at the 2005 NWC involving the
infamous stump!
Below: Stuart Longair accepts the 2006 Broken
Pulley Award from Greg.

license frames for give-a-ways and there
were a couple of trophies handed out at
the Sunday breakfast. The Breakdown
Wizard Award was presented to Dave
Blair and the Broken Pulley Award went
to Stuart Longair.
I look forward to hosting another
Laager next year. Plan for the Vancouver Island Land Rover Laager the weekend before Father’s Day next June.
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Jim McEachern Memorial Run – June 17 & 18th, 2006
Placer Traverse / Ashnola – Keremeos

It’s been just over 10 months since
the McEachern family and the RoverLanders club lost Big Jim to cancer.
The hole Jim left behind with his
friends and family will never be closed
and he is truly missed.
It had been decided by Jim’s closest
Rover buddies (Dave Tebbutt & Phil
Armstrong) that a run would take place
in Jim’s honor into one of Jim’s
favorite areas – Placer / Ashnola.
This inaugural Run was especially

honored to have Jim’s eldest son Jeremy along on the trip who placed a
memorial plaque for his dad on a rocky
outcrop overlooking the valley at the
Placer Lookout on Placer Mountain.
The Memorial Run started the
evening of June 16th with Dave,
Pamela, Willow & Oliver meeting up
with Bill Eastwood and Bernie & April
Buttner at the lower Copper Creek
campsite right on the Similkameen
River. Later in the evening 3 others
rolled in – John Parsons with Jeremy
McEachern, Phil Armstrong with Karl
Nyland and Dave Tebbutt. Andy &
Bailey Deane joined up with us all
early Saturday morning. Shawn
Doherty was planning to come along
but due to his wife’s dad sudden passing away, he stayed back at home.
The group of 7 trucks (3 Range
Rovers, 3 Defenders and 1 Disco)

Jim McEachern
~ August 27th, 1950 to September 12th, 2005 ~
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headed out and up the Placer Mountain
Road taking a few detours into the
bush and out to make the route more
interesting. Thanks Phil!
Lunch was at Placer Lake after
waiting for some of the trucks to navigate up the ‘hill’. This area was used in

Bernie using the boards to get up and over the
rocks going up the hill to Placer Lake.

the 2004 NWC and sported a few challenges for all along the way for them.
Back out and down the ‘hill’, we
wandered through trees and meadows

John & Andy in their Rangys start up thru
the trees and straight up the meadow hill.

eventually coming to another ‘hill’.
This one was used also in the 2004
NWC but in the middle of the night
and coming straight down.
It didn’t look like much from the
bottom to go up as we all gathered at
the old corral. But it was straight up
and steep. We all made it up and we
had a great view up top of the valley
below with the corral now looking big
enough for 1 or 2 ants to live in.
From here we traversed our way up
Placer Mountain to the Placer Lookout
and it was here that Jeremy found just
the right spot for his dad’s memorial
plaque.
We all hovered about and hoped
that Willow would not fall off the edge

rock on top of the far cairn. Heading
down it was then John’s turn to get
stuck in some of that silly mud and he
was tugged out by Bernie’s D110.
We followed the Placer Mountain
Road along and down and then we
came upon the ‘red rocks’! Wowzers!!
We switchbacked down the side of the
mountain through this natural rock
slide that consisted of all this red rock.
It was spectacular and pictures just did
not do it justice. I managed to snap a
few, one of Andy & John on a switchback and one of Bill coming down
behind us. Definitely want to go back
as Jeremy chose a spot and proceeded
to drill the holes for the plaque screws.
Phil came in with epoxy and the
plaque was glued into place as well as
into the screw holes. Jeremy then
drilled out the screw heads hoping that
this will deter any vandals. I don’t
think there was a dry eye in the place
but we managed a group photo
perched on the cliff (I haven’t seen it
yet), and we left Jeremy to have a few
quiet moments to remember his dad
and polish the plaque before leaving.
From here we all loaded up and
wound our way up to the top of Placer
Mountain (2196 m). The Disco got
bogged down in some silly mud going
up but thanks to Andy backing up we
got a quick tug out.
On top of Placer it was bitter cold,
the snows had not been gone long from
the area. The 360º views from the top
were fabulous as it really gave one a
sense of where they were in the
province.
We took group shots up there, shivered a lot and helped Bailey place a

Atop Placer Mountain

Bill’s D90 coming down through the red rocks

to this spot again in the future.
We camped at the Buckhorn Campsite that night on the Ashnola River
and had a relaxed and fun evening.
Next morning (Father’s Day) only 5
trucks set off for Crater Mountain, Bill
& Bernie opting out. This proved to be
an interesting run up the mountain in
hopes of getting up and over and back
and out again by Red Bridge.
We climbed and climbed up with
unbelievable views and country that
resembled scenes out of Brokeback
Mountain (as the lone female on this
trek I was not too worried. Ha!) Dave
& I in spot #4 were concerned about
Big Daddy Tebbutts and the Red RR as
he was not keeping up. We slowed
down and waited by a sign, he then
came roaring up behind us with smoke
billowing out from under his hood. We
both jumped out, I grabbed the dogs
water and a big towel as they got the
hood up and flames shot forth. Yikes!
Hate that stuff! We remembered that
Dave T had a fire extinguisher and
managed to grab it just in time. Anoth-
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er 30 or so seconds and poof, we
would have had a well cooked Range
Rover on our hands halfway up Crater
Mountain, as the fire was burning just
below the fuel line on the carb.
Fire now out, but my knees still
knocking, I jumped in the Disco and
headed up to catch Andy, Phil & John.
I was without a CB in the Disco but the
horn worked well to attract Andy’s
attention to a problem, radio the others
and head back.
With all the other trucks then huddled around the injured RR the guys set
to assessing the damage and untangling

a mass of melted wires. Phil & Dave B
being licensed mechanics and the others
all helping out where they could (even
Bailey was able to offer some assistance

in locating fallen screws). I stayed out of
the way and watched Willow & Oliver
get into some prime mousing spots in
the soft dirt of the meadow.
It took awhile to figure out just what
wire was what and went where but in
the end we had complete success and
were able to get the RR & Dave T
going and eventually off the mountain.
We tried to get through at what we
thought was the top of mountain but
were stopped with fences and closed
rangeland. Defeated and running out
of time we headed back down to the
Ashnola River Road and into Keremeos for fuel, air and much needed
ice-cream treats.
We all made it home safe albeit with
some overheating still going on with
the red RR. And Andy managed to get
home with Bailey in time for a ‘late’
Father’s Day dinner.
It was a great run in Jim’s memory
and we are looking forward to the
2007 Jim McEachern Memorial Run.

by Andy Deane
engine harness after a electrical fire! And... Bailey & I still
Wow!!... excellent run across Placer Mountain, beautiful got home in time for a (little late) Father’s Day dinner.
weather for camping out. We installed a plaque for Jim on
top of the mountain with a gloroius look-out
view across the
valley.
The second
day involved an
amazing
run
over Crater Mountain, lots of wild life and great views for
miles around. We even had time for re-wiring Dave T’s

Rover-Landers Stuff
Outback Hats, Ball Caps, Aviator Caps, Denim Shirts,
Tan T-shirts, Navy T-shirts, Hoodies, Fleece Vests

view online at www.roverlanders.bc.ca
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Pemberton / Gold Bridge Run – July 15 & 16th, 2006
Story & photos by P. Blair
It was a race to get through heavy
Vancouver traffic and the usual Friday
afternoon accidents on the freeway for
Dave, Pamela, Willow & Oliver Blair
(Disco). They were a tad late but finally
got to the arranged meeting spot at MacDonald’s in Squamish.
Ready and waiting were Shawn &
Charlie Doherty (Series III 109) and new
Rover-Landers member Andrew, Stacey
& Ace (dog) Williams (Disco) with their
friend Sean with his Ford Explorer.
Not sure of where to camp for the
night the 4 trucks headed up towards
Whistler and points past looking for a
decent spot to put up tents. We settled on
a spot about 3 km up the Rutherford
Creek FSR just past Green River. Sometime after midnight another of Andrew’s
friends rolled in – Shane and his wife
Kelly in their Toyota 4Runner.
After a quiet morning high above
Rutherford Creek the group packed up
and headed into Pemberton to meet at
10:00 a.m. at the Petro-Can for any others that were planning on coming along.
Joining the group in Pemberton were
Bill Eastwood (D90), John Parsons
(Range Rover) and Stuart Longair
(Series IIA 109) with Ann Lockley from
the Island along for the ride. The Driver’s Meeting was put into gear and a
planned route formed for the day.
We headed out of Pemberton to the
Hurley Road and up and over to the back
short cut that takes you into Bralorne
without having to go to Gold Bridge first.
We stopped at the Bralorne Museum
and had lunch and all mooched around
the old mining artifacts and checked out
the museum. Bralorne seemed way more
inhabited and active from the last time
some of us were up there. Talking with the
Museum caretaker, she said Bralorne was
seeing a boom and people were buying up
the properties that had seen a significant
increase in price since we had last been in
there. Locals were selling and leaving.
From there we packed up and drove

up to the old Pioneer Minesite and
tromped around in the ‘mess’. The site
was blasted in years ago to stop any one
getting hurt on the site. But as we
tromped about thru miles of rusty cable
and metal scraps I think most of us wondered when the last time was we had had
a tetanus shot!
We then drove down to Gold Bridge
grabbed snacks at the General Store
(Twizzlers) and headed out on the south
side of Carpenter Lake to the turnoff up
Truax Mountain. It was a good FSR road
switchbacking high above the lake and
gave us all spectacular views of Carpenter Lake with its green water.
The road turned off in an old log cut
and we had a small creek crossing to get
over. Only 4 trucks decided to go across
and explore further – Bill, John, Shawn
and Dave. The rest stayed back and wandered about batting off the bugs.
After that it did not take long for John
to reach the end of the road that then disappeared into a full flowing river with no
chances of going any further. Defeated, we
turned back and headed back down the
mountainside in search of a camp spot for
the night. On the way back Shawn had a
slight mishap with a ‘oohhh what a pretty

waterfall’. But we will let him tell you all
the gory/funny details about it in person.
We settled on Kingdom Lake which is
part of a chain of small lakes between
Gold Bridge & Bralorne. Morning came
and we were packed up ready to go
minus Andrew & Stacey and company.
Shawn, who has now been named our
‘resident leprechaun’, was running the
109 on fumes (or so he said) so we went
down to the only gas station in Gold
Bridge – Fred’s, which did not open till
10:00 a.m. We arrived at 9:45 a.m. and
we waited. Fred arrived only to tell us
that Gold Bridge was having a power
outage and he could not help us out.
Ack!! But... Fred did give us a hose and
a couple of empty ice-cream buckets to
use when it came time to syphon gas
from the Disco & Range Rover to the
109. We did wonder what was happening
to the ice-cream at Fred’s that was probably melting due to the power outage.
But... with no melting ice-cream offered,
we left and headed in search of the road
that would take us up Green Mountain.
We stopped and waited a bit to see if Don
MacDonald would make the rendezvous
spot – nope, so on and up we went.
We took a rocky branch off to the left
and into the trees and headed continually upward. The mosquitoes got steadily

worse as well the higher we climbed.
We had a bit of sawing to do to get
some overhangs out of the way. One big
one posed a bit of a difficult squeeze for
Stuart and his new ‘Hannibal’ roof-top
tent. Fortunately the tent received no
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punctures, and Billy Bunyan was on the
scene with an axe.
John’s Rangy got hung up at one
point on some large rocks which prompted him to get out his inflatable jack – I
called it the ‘pumpkin jack’ as that is just
what it looked like.
With the jack inflated and all the guys
pushing and rocking they finally released
the Rangy from the rocks. At this point
we ended up leaving Stuart’s 109 here as
continued further up Green Mountain.
it seemed he was having some
The remaining 4 trucks went as far
clutch/overdrive issues and there seemed
as they could but were stopped at the
no point in burning it out. So Stuart &
snowline with no more road to go on.
Ann hopped in with Bill & John and we
The mosquitoes here were ravenous
for fresh meat – us!! At the spot we
finally stopped there was a cave/den
just over the side that was obviously
home to some sort of large critter. We
came to think that, as it was not
around, the mossies must have
devoured it!! After a brief romp in a
snow patch Willow & Oliver retreated
to the sanctity of their Disco with
closed windows allowing for no

mossies and cool air conditioning.
Such canine luxury!

John tried to get up a bit further but
had to retreat in the end and we all then
retraced out path back out to pick up Stuart’s truck and all head out.
Shawn was still running on fumes.
And we all scratched our heads as he had
been running on fumes all day (so he
said), but he made it into the Esso in
Pemberton.????? We now definitely
don’t believe anything he says anymore!
So ended the day except for the grunt
of a drive back to Vancouver and points
east for us and into heavy traffic. A great
trip and time was had by us all.
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Whipsaw Trail Agreement Update – July 2006
On Wednesday, July 26th, I signed the
agreement with Ed Abels of the Ministry
of Tourism, Sports and the Arts (MoTSA)
at Merritt Forestry office for the maintenance of a portion of the Whipsaw Trail corridor.
Specifically, we now have responsibility for a 700 metre
square area surrounding Lodestone Lake. Any other cleanup we do on the trail is not
covered by this agreement, or
the liability coverage provided by the B.C. Government. I personally don’t think that
should distract us
from our continued
efforts to maintain
the Whipsaw Trail. However, the governments
agenda at this time only included the Lodestone
Lake Recreation Site

and they don’t sign agreements for roads, trails and other
rights of way.
We will be going in on August 19th and 20th for our next
Clean-Up Run, which will include adding a new layer of
paint/stain to the picnic table and outhouse, more signage
and whatever else needs to be done at the Lodestone Lake
Recreation Site.
Dave Blair
President Rover-Landers of BC
Treasurer for the 4 Wheel Drive Assoc. of BC

New Models on the way

Land Rover

Freelander

Landrover has introduced a
replacement to the Freelander...
the all new LR2.
More details at:
http://www.landroverusa.com/us/en
/vehicles/LR2/overview.htm

Land Rover is looking forward to a busy few
months with new model launches. Some details have
yet to be worked out, but the new Freelander will
probably still be the first of the new models to reach
the showrooms.
The word is that there will be no 3-door model this
time and that the 5-door Station Wagon will confirm the
Freelander’s place as a family vehicle. However, there
have been many sightings of a related short-wheelbase 3door model which carries its spare wheel on the back.
This could be introduced at a later stage as the entry-level
“baby Land Rover” that has been mooted for some time
– and could well have a new name.
September will bring the 2007 model Range Rover
TDV8. As its name suggests, this will have the new
turbo-charged V8 diesel engine which will be shared
with Jaguar.
Land Rover has not yet confirmed that it will completely replace the current 6 cylinder diesel model, but
the cost of the bought-in BMW engine makes this pretty much a certainty. The V8 engine is closely related to
the current TDV6, and will also appear in the Range
Rover Sport at a later date. A possibility is that the Discovery – tipped to retain the TDV6 diesel – will take on
a more powerful twin turbo-charged version of its existing engine at the same time.
Finally the revamped Defender with its Ford Transit engine and 6 speed gearbox could be seen at a
motor show in the fall (Paris), but showroom sales are
now unlikely to start before February of 2007.

58 Year High!
Land Rover has recorded
the best single month’s sales
in its 58 year history, in a
month when the UK market
was down overall.
In March the company
sold over 10,600 vehicles, a
24% leap over the same
month last year.
Every one of the 5 models saw increased sales, with
the Range Rover achieving
a 39% improvement over
March of 2005.
Defender & Discovery
sales both rose by 17% and
Freelander sales by 5%. The
Range
Rover
Sport
achieved its best month
since its launch last summer. with 2014 sales.
UK sales for the first
quarter of 2006 were 16%
ahead of the same period in
2005 – which went on to
become the company’s most
successful sales year ever.
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Land Use Issues

• LRMP Meeting, Vanderhoof, April 2829th, 2006.
• The following is a series of postings on
the 4WDABC Land Use Issues Forum.
• It was started on May 1st, 2006 by
NCOAS President Bryan Boyes.
The NCOAS (North Cariboo Off Road
Adventure Society) attended the April 28
and 29 meeting for the Vanderhoof LRMP
update last weekend. There is some disturbing news that has come out of that
meeting as well. The Friday evening meeting was the access update where proposed
closures and changes were presented.
Luckily we were able to have one of our
members attend this meeting and myself
and another member attended the Saturday
meeting with the other member.
On Friday night a map was presented to
the group showing what proposed closures
were on the table. One of these closure
polygons include the entire area that four
wheel drives can use, and have been using
for years, on the Alexander Mackenzie
Heritage Trail, along with a number of
adjacent areas of which I will post up when
I have my paperwork beside me.
This area is heavily used by quads and
trucks and will never be a walking trail
again, not that it originally was as a wagon
road either. Both the NCOAS and RoverLanders use this area yearly, along with
many other groups. Now this closure has
come up as a recommendation by a recreation manager with the Ministry of Arts,
Sports and Rec. (or something along those
lines) Basically what he has done has proposed that every single rec trail in the Vanderhoof LRMP area be closed except for
foot traffic, which is not what a lot of these
areas have become over time.
When this information was relayed, naturally our member present was able to
voice his concerns, and not get out of hand
while doing it. The LRMP people at the
meeting are aware of our position and now
we have new work to do. We are going to
have to start calling, emailing and, visiting
the manager that has proposed this telling
him why we are opposed to any closure.

This manager has not been out in the area
and does not have any info on the uses in
the area we suspect. We also suspect he did
this so that people will inform him why it
may not be feasible to close such areas and
then change his proposals citing public
opinion.
So here’s what we as wheelers need to
do. We need to talk to him every way possible until he changes his mind . I will
ensure that I get his contact info in the near
future and we all need to start calling and
emailing him, even visiting if we can,
telling him why we think he needs to
change this area. I will also get info to anybody who wishes it on the meeting and
what else we heard while there. I am sure I
have missed a lot of info and will do my
best to fill in where necessary. Thanks for
your time.
• June 7th, 2006 posting by Bryan Boyes
Hi all, sorry I haven’t got back to you
sooner about this but my life has been a little intense lately. I have got a contact
regarding the Mackenzie Trail stuff. I personally sent him an email today regarding
a possible meeting to discuss this issue and
I will let you know what I hear back so you
can get input as well.
His name is Gary Westfall and he is
located in Prince George with the Ministry
of Tourism, Art & Sports. His email is
Gary.Westfall@gov.bc.ca Lets get him
hearing our names on this and keep our
trails open! Thanks for the patience guys.
• June 26th, 2006 posting by Bryan
Boyes
Hey all, just thought I would let everyone here know that I got an email today
regarding the LRMP meeting last April. In
this email it was worded that the situation I
explained at the beginning of this post is
actually just an idea that was brought forth
to solicit responses in regards to other trails
and that the Alexander Mackenzie Heritage
Trail would remain under its current plan.
So I will now have to straighten out exactly what we are being fed here and when I
sort it all out I will let you all know.
Thanks.
Closures in southern Alberta
• Taken from Forum postings on landrover addict.com

• May 28th, 2006 by John Barge, Calgary
Well, they just closed down about 50%
of the off-roading areas around here that
can be reached for a day trip. I went in to
have a look.
The government is so cheap (and lazy)
that they can not even close a road properly. This picture is off a marker that marks
the extent you are allowed to travel. No
other signs, no barricades, no place to turn
around, no place to park. If you travel past
this marker, $1000 fine and tough luck if
you don’t know what it means. They can’t
even put the post in straight.

• May 29th, 2006 by Bill Inch, Edmonton
Wow... that really blows, John! You’d
think they’d have clued it a bit by now.
Must be Ralph’s cutbacks and how much a
fully signed closer would cost!?!?! Or
maybe their hoping to catch a few trucks
down there so they can add the money to
the coffers for his farewell dinner. Where is
it that you are suppose to learn the signage.
At the beginning of the whole area or do
you actually have to read it in the
plan????? Cheers, Bill.
• May 29th, 2006 by John Barge, Calgary
When you come in from the forestry
trunk road there is an information kiosk
with a hasty stapled up map (not even laminated). The pamphlet box did have some
copies of the maps to take in the morning.
I saw this same picture in a few places. A
nice easy trail past the marker. You’d think
a little “Trail Closed to Motorized Users”
sign would be simple enough to have on
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the post. I’m sure the $5 extra cost was prohibitive. Of course, the whole closure issue
has no logical basis, so what can you
expect. They seemed to have rushed it all
in to get ahead of the May long weekend.
One can only imagine how small is the
allocated budget.
• May 29th, 2006 by Bill Inch, Edmonton
It’s the governments re-enactment of the
“Charge of the Light Brigade”. Idiots to
the left, idiots to the right. Through the
middle road the chief idiots!!!! Let’s hope
some sense comes outta this sometime
soon.
Cheers, Bill
• May 29th, 2006 by John Cranfield,
Nova Scotia
I foresee a short life for those signs!
• May 29th, 2006 by John Barge, calgary
You are probably right. I sincerely hope
not as that sort of thing just provide more
ammunition to close down areas.
Unfortunately, this new FLUZ appears
to be the testbed for province wide motor-

ized access control. Rumors have it that
they will use this as the lead and turn all
forestry areas in FLUZ’s with the basic rule
of “closed unless posted as open”. That
general idea sounds OK until you see how
they went about it here. Almost all trails are
closed to trucks while most are left open
for quad/bike/snowmobile use. It seems to
be the PC thing to do. Trucks are seen as
bad, so close everything off to them and
everyone is happy again. Bill should be
prepared because this WILL happen to
every forestry area within
the next 5 years. I was up
chatting with a fire lookout attendant yesterday.
Husky installed a compressor station around 800
meters from the lookout
(last year). It is almost
loud enough to keep you
awake at night. I can guarantee that if it was not for
the gas fields, this particular area would be turned
into a park. In fact, they
have “parked” most of the

Looking for a ch all enge?
... try some competitive off-roading?

adjacent areas right up to the existing gas
wells. And there was NO public consultation when those Parks were created. They
just appeared one day.
Here is a nice Google earth view of the
area. The red line drawn is approximately
the border of the new FLUZ (actually it
extends somewhat to the south). Is it not
quite evident how motorized access has
been destroying the landscape? All of that
logging to the north-east is helping to keep
the environment pristine.

Rover-Landers
Summer Gathering at
Tynehead Park, Surrey – July 20th.

Northwest Challenge
2006
October 6-9th, 2006
Oregon, USA
• Canadian
Thanksgiving weekend
• Land Rovers only

NWC 2005
Tripod Flats,
Washington

• Teams accepted from
Washington, Oregon & B.C.

•

•

•

•

•

Fall RTV Trials
November 19th, 2006
• Held at the
Operators Training School
8th Avenue, Aldergrove
• Open to all Rover-Landers

RTV Trials
November
2oth, 2005

• Get your trucks ready &
come on out and get muddy!

• It was a lovely evening for a BBQ and gathering at Tynehead Regional Park in Surrey. The
picnic site (Raven’s Nest) was graciously
reserved for us by Bernie Buttner.
• Showing up for the casual gathering were:
Bernie Buttner (D110), Bill Eastwood (D90),
Dave, Pamela, Willow & Oliver Blair (Disco),
Don MacDonald (Disco), Shawn Doherty
(Series III) & Wes Rempel (Jeep) from HoT.
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in t he Garage
Greg sutfin - Duncan • 1970 – 109 Station wagon
• In the garage! That’s where my 109 is right now. It’s been there since March when
I finally decided to rent a garage so I could get the poor dear back together. $250
will rent you an unheated 12 x 28 foot shop with lights, compressed air and a concrete floor but it doesn’t get the Land Rover back together any faster than when
it’s sitting out in the gravel driveway. It seems you have to show up and do work
on it to make it change at all. Kind-a-like getting a health club membership and
not getting any more fit than you were before. You still have to show up!
• I’ve done a lot to her since she’s been in the shop, it just isn’t going fast enough.
I had some serious rust problems with the ‘B’& ‘C’ posts and the foot wells. I’m
still working on these. The footwells are getting welded right now. I had a local
tin shop bend some 14 and 16 gauge metal to the angles and I cut them to fit. Now
I’m learning to weld. Some is good and some isn’t. Everything is off the chassis
but the motor, axles and springs. The gas tank has been rebuilt and re-installed,
new rear brakes and lines are in. A new metal fuel line is in place, nicely tracing
up the chassis to the pump. Rear wiring is sorted and a modified rear crossmember is fabricated.
• I took June ‘off’ because I was too busy to get over there to do anything, but I’m
back at it now and took a third transmission over there this week. Between the
three, an ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘D’, I've managed to steal parts from each to make one good,
working transmission. Tonight's job was cleaning and putting all the parts I’m
going to use into one pile. It has the best shafts from the ‘B’ and ‘D’ and the best
gears from the ‘A’ and ‘B’ all going into the case from the ‘B’. With everything
shiny and clean, I can start assembling it in the morning. (‘It’ being the transmission, not the Land Rover.) I wonder which transfer case is good enough to use?
The ‘D’ is good, what was bolted to the ‘B’ gearcase I wonder? I could go with
the low ratio low range of the ‘A’ or my good, robust ‘D’. If it is really a ‘B’ T
case on the ‘B’ tranny, I could use that and have the best of both worlds. Oh! What
to do?

Shawn Doherty - Coquitlam

• 1982 Series III 109”

• I have recently taken on three projects to my truck. It all started when
I decided to make a camping box to fit the passenger side rear from
the bulk head to the door. This would leave the two bench seats
behind the driver for passengers and just for sitting on when cooking
in the back. I decided the box should be capable of carrying most of
my gear and should be divided into two areas, storage and cooking.
The cooking area would be the size of my stove with the stove on top
and have a drawer underneath for pots pans cutlery. I first removed
the existing bench seats and cut a plywood gusset carefully scribed
to fit the side wall of the truck, I cut three of these one for each end
and one to separate the cooking from the storage area. From here it
was simple to build on a front and top and drawer. I did not install a
back or bottom. I glued aluminum sheets onto the plywood with contact cement to give it a durable finish and when I painted the box I
decided to paint the truck too. After another 40 hours of work (check
out the technical articles site on our web site for painting) I had the
truck painted and the box installed.
• Then after taking a run up the Whipsaw and seeing Mark, Kris and
Bill in action with their PTO winches. I came across a Koenig PTO
winch which I decided would make a nice addition to the front for
when I am out by myself. This winch gets its drive from the front
crankshaft pulley so my transmission PTO is left clear for my overdrive. And it mounts directly onto the front with no modifications.

For a more colorful view
of Shawn’s new paint
job on his truck check
out the cover!
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In t he Garage
Dave Blair – AbboTsford

• 1966 Series IIA 88”

• I’ve spent a lot of time in the garage lately. I lost count around 80
hours, but it’s been more than double that. On May 23rd the process
started, first by removal of the gas engine from my Series Land
Rover, then removal of the diesel engine from the 1986 Peugeot
505, then stripping the Series firewall. This was followed by applying 3 layers of sound deadening to the engine side of the firewall.
The Peugeot engine was then stripped down as required (more than
I wish it had been) to replace front and rear crankshaft seals, and
install an upright sump, oil pickup and dipstick tube. When reassembling, I removed as many hoses as possible as the engine had looked
like a bowl of black spaghetti in the Peugeot engine bay. The Steve
Parker adapter plate and flywheel/clutch were then installed.
• It took half a dozen test fits before the engine fitted properly in the
bellhousing, and between each fit a bit of angle grinding and clearancing of tabs on the frame, lip on the bell housing, casting edges
on the starter, and a bit of the body of the clutch slave cylinder.
Minor details, these, but it did take a lot of time. The front mounts
bolted right up with no problem at all.
• Fabrication was the next order of the day. Bracket for alternator
fabricated from one from the Peugeot move to the other side; new
fan shroud to accept electric fan; bracket to hold overflow tank;
free flow exhaust tucked up tight inside the frame rails; brackets to
hold airbox; gauge panel for Pyro, Boost, Oil Press & Water temp;
new battery box and covers for the rear box and now working on
raise air intake. Finally, I need to build a bracket and plumb the
Intercooler, but it can run without it for the time being.
• Several old repairs were required while the truck was in the garage.
The biggest of these was to replace the whole wiring harness,
which had simply outlived its usefulness. I installed a KeepItClean
harness from KMS Tools over a period of about 10 days. This was
a big but rather simple job as the wires in this harness are all
marked every inch so it was really easy to get it correct. I went
through a lot of pull ties and shrink tubing along the way. Another
old repair was front frame bushings. These were replaced with neoprene. Yet to be done is replace a synchro spring in the transmission
and while it’s out replace a broken rear tranny mount, lower the rear
transmission crossmember about an inch and fabricate a new down
shaft for the parking brake, as my new exhaust travels straight
through where the original shaft went. I’ll also wrap the exhaust
with heat wrap until the back of the transmission so that it doesn’t

get so hot underneath the floor, not only to protect components, but
for the comfort of us sitting above.
• I am currently troubleshooting the cooling system. It is working,
however it is getting up to 210° under load on the freeway, which
is less margin than I would like. Hopefully the raised air intake,
breathing cooler outside air, and the intercooler will give me 10 to
15 degrees more margin. If not, I’ll be exploring radiator options
as this is still the original IIa radiator.
• I have been driving the truck every day now, but in the heat wave
we’ve been having lately only work on it an hour or so a day. It has
way more torque, excellent pulling power and gobbles up the local
hills like I was driving on the flat with a tailwind. I’m still a few
weeks away from taking it offroading, but I’m getting kind of
excited...

&
Paul Cooper – NEw Westminster
Don Macdonald – North VAncouver
1996 Discovery & 1966 Series IIA 88” (hibernating) 1998 Discovery LSE Series i
• This is Paul Cooper’s rock slider for his
Discovery, being welded up by Don
MacDonald.
• This project has included lots of cutting,
grinding, drilling and welding.
• Paul even got to try some welding. No
problem, just point and shoot, right?
• This is the right side finished rocker slider ready for galvanizing and painting. We
still have to build up the left side.
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In t he Garage
Bill Eastwood – Delta

Want to get in
THE GARAGE for
the next issue??
Please contact
Pamela at:
hoofandpaw@shaw.ca
before November
1st, 2006.

• 1986 Ex-Nato Defender 90

A Tale of Driveline Carnage
• Well the chickens came home to roost finally. Apparently you
can’t campaign your truck mercilessly on club runs and run it hard
as a daily driver without something going wrong over time. Not
that I expect to get away without wear and tear but it would have
been nice if I could have spread some of the damage to my wallet
out over a few months. Alas this was not to be the case.
• It all started with a noticeable difficulty engaging and disengaging
5th gear while driving home one night, then on my way to work
the next morning trying to use only the first four gears there was a
complete loss of forward motion when I shifted from first to second climbing Royal Oak Hill from the Marine Drive side. I rolled
to a stop on the shoulder where I attempted shifting into various
gears all of which produced a clatter of gnashing teeth. A few calls
to good friends produced a ride to work and a flatbed trailer tow of
my truck to triage.
• While in sickbay my 90 underwent a sort of moving diagnosis that
I will describe as succinctly and with as little boring detail as possible. First we began by discovering that the cup that holds the heel
of the gearshift lever onto the shifter rail had come adrift due to a
loosened setscrew. This is not the first time this has happened on
my LT77 transmission and for those of you who have had trouble
with vague shifting on your LT77 it is worth checking on this
setscrew.
• Additionally the shifter rail circlip had broken and fallen into the
case and after spending a while crunching around emerged stuck to
the magnetic drain plug. Pleased with ourselves at providing what
appeared to be a cheap fix to my problems; we reassembled the top
of the transmission shifter tower and rolled out for a test drive.
Ambling down the driveway and onto the road all seemed well,
then as I go for throttle up and a second gear engagement she rolls
to a stop with the same gnashing of metal bits. Back in sickbay and
after some quiet contemplation we resolved to pull things apart for
a closer inspection. Our previous fix appeared to be holding well,
so out comes the whole drivetrain from the engine to the rear driveshaft. Right away it becomes obvious that the internal splines on
the Transfer Box input gear and the corresponding external splines
on the LT77 output shaft were completely baked. Again this is very
common on these units as the factory chose a design that permits
these splines to become under lubricated. This bit of built in obsolescence is extremely frustrating as both the output spline on the
transmission and the input transfer gear are costly items to purchase and install. Couple this with the fact that the replacement
transfer gear unit did not come pre-drilled for better lubrication
(apparently some replacements were cross drilled and some were
not) and you will appreciate the money and time required to put
this problem right.
• Drilling the Transfer gear at its narrowest spot with perpendicularly opposing 7/16ths holes is not as easy as it would appear. A
decent drill press and some specially purchased drill bits along
with cutting fluid only managed to polish a tiny spot on the hardened gear material. I ended up taking it to a professional machine
shop where they warned me that I would have to pay for ruined
drill bits. Though costly it was well worth going this route rather
than destroying my own equipment or burning up favours with
friends.
• Turning to the transmission my options included a complete teardown and replacement of the mainshaft, or replacement of the trans-

mission with a new or used unit. The time needed to be out of commission started to make me look at a replacement unit. It was at this
juncture that I considered the value of upgrading my gearbox to the
R380. The R380 superceded the LT77 and the LT77S behind the
200TDI, 300TDI and the V8. Unfortunately my 200TDI required a
short bell-housing R380 rather than the long bell-housing found
behind the 300TDI and the V8. These short bell-housing versions are
hard to come by as they were only offered in the rare combination
used by the military behind a late model 2.5 natural diesel or a civilian 200TDI or 2.5 petrol just before the introduction of the 300TDI.
• This transmission is available new for large dollars but by absolute
fluke I was able to source a used one privately from Alberta, better
still the seller was coming down to Vancouver the next day and was
willing to deliver it personally. So there I was with all the stars coming into alignment, it looked like I would be up and running for the
weekend. What I hadn’t counted on was the discovery that after all
the work and outlay on the transmission and transfer box we found
that the clutch center had self destructed sending rivets and springs
sideways. It was truly destroyed and demonstrated that the additional torque of the 200TDI I had installed was too much for the LT77
clutch. The replacement clutch was significantly upgraded with
stronger asymmetrical springs with bump stops and vibration damping. It is worth noting that if you use the short bell-housing R380 in
combination with the 200TDI you will need to get the proper release
bearing, because besides being of different design it is also 1 inch
shorter than the one used with the LT77.
• So finally, after some installation goof ups due to my ineptness as a
mechanic, which I won’t go into here, I was out of the garage and
ready for combat once again.

Assembled
bell-housing/R380/
Transfer Box
swinging
from the hook
ready for
installation

Top: Damage to
the clutch.
Left: New Transfer
Gear before predrilling for lubrication.
Right: New clutch
in place on flywheel
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Rovers - this way!

2006 Calendar of Events
August
• 13th
• 19-20th

Rover-Landers summer get-together BBQ – North Van
Whipsaw Trail Clean-Up Run

September
• 16-17th
• 21st
• 27-30th

Greystokes Okanagan Run
Monthly Rover-Landers Meeting – Ricky’s in Surrey
Land Rover National Rally – Moab, Utah

October
• 6-9th
• 19th
• 21-22nd

Northwest Challenge – Oregon
Monthly Rover-Landers Meeting – Ricky’s in Surrey
Sunshine Coast / Powell River Run

November
• 16th
• 18th
• 19th

Monthly Rover-Landers Meeting – Ricky’s in Surrey
RTV Trials Set-Up Day – Aldergrove
RTV Trials Competition Day – Aldergrove

December
• 21st

Rover-Landers Christmas Gathering – Ricky’s in Surrey

COAST IMPORT AUTO SUPPLY
USED PARTS FOR IMPORT CARS
ED TRETWOLD – Owner
• If you’re looking for a wide selection of used Land Rover parts, look no further!
• Close to 20 trucks in stock for dismantling.

11880 MITCHELL ROAD
MITCHELL ISLAND
RICHMOND, B.C.
V6V 1T7

TEL: 604-325-3275
CEL: 604-329-4637
FAX: 604-325-5623

This is a list of
our current
stock as of
March 2006:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1984
1989
1990
1990
1992
1993
1995
1995
1995
1995
1996
1996
1997
1997
2002
2002
2002
2003

Series III LWB
Range Rover
Range Rover
Range Rover
Range Rover
Range Rover LWB
Discovery
Discovery
Discovery
Discovery
Discovery
Discovery
Discovery
Discovery
Discovery II
Range Rover
Freelander
Discovery II
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N uts & B olts

From the top & left to right:
• Mini-Mog & Super-Mog.
• Dave & Stuart decide to go into the frame delivery game.
• Victor Gerwin’s Dormobile immerging from the morning mist.
• Pamela while harrowing says, “But you told me Land Rovers are the ultimate farm vehicle.”
• Andy stops to help out a stuck mini-van that tried to off-road. Well... 3 wheels got off road!
• Off go Andrew & Stuart to Duncan’s new home at Rover Works in Spences Bridge.
• Stuart found this beast in the bush around Williams Lake.
• Bernie says, “Come on guys, pull harder!!! Don’t let me go back down!”
• We will call this one – Bill tests the RR’s towing capabilities.
• Andrew W’s version of a roof-top tent.
• Andy yells, “Hey guys! I found some really good mud!”
• Photos by: P. Cooper, S. Doherty, S. Longair, B. Eastwood, A. Williams, P. Blair & D. Blair.
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• Land Rovers are our business and we specialize in importing Landrovers into B.C.,
Canada. The best 4x4 ever made, Land Rover Defender & the Land Rover 90” &
110” are our main thrust. We have, and can import or locate Series III Land Rovers
for Canadian & US customers.
• Rock Island Rovers purchases its Land Rovers direct from one source in the UK
which gives us the quality control we need to ensure the best value for money
whilst meeting our own company standards.
• All of the Land Rovers that we import are on the original frame and bulkhead. We
look for the best available whilst trying to meet our customer budgets. Land
Rovers need to be 15 years old to be eligible for importation there for years of
availability range from 1984 through to 1989 at the current time. We are a commercial auto importer and work with Brokers to ensure correct clearance with Customs. All our Land Rovers are sold with Canadian registration papers and a B.C.
inspection.
• Rock Island Rovers Imports started in 1999. We are located on Thetis Island,
B.C. Having grown up in the UK, where the site of a Land Rover is roughly 1
every 3 minutes, we were shocked to only find only Series Rovers, Range
Rovers, Discoverys and NAS spec Defenders.
• I am in the UK on a yearly basis keeping current with the people I who supply us in
order to maintain quality. The amount of times I have seen & heard of imported
Land Rovers on rusty frames with poorly fixed outriggers and crossmember, rusty
bulkheads and suspect registration made me realize that there is a need for good
quality used Land Rovers.
• There are many good Land Rovers out there but not one of the civilian Land
Rovers I have seen can compare with an ex-military unit when you look at the
chassis or drive train. The MOD have a very large service budget, therefore their
Land Rovers are maintained & serviced more often than a civilian Land Rover.
Many of our 90’s and 110’s have had axles replaced, new brakes, replacement
gearboxs and engines. Sometimes there are ex-civilian Land Rovers in very good
repair available but they are rare. Therefore locating our Land Rovers from the
MOD or utility companies who also service their fleets to high standards is our
way of getting the best. We only buy the Land Rovers which are still on the original frame and bulkhead.
• The ex MOD Land Rovers are very basic. They have the 2.5 l diesel engine in
and have no power steering. Being basic is not bad, as it is a starting point to get
into the world of Land Rovers at an affordable price. Then you can upgrade the
interior and exterior as you wish, or we can do it all in our shop for you.
• We are unbiased and offer advice freely to any prospective customer. If we do
not think the Land Rover can meet your needs or is clearly not the vehicle for you
we will not pressure you.
• Remember... we wouldn’t bother importing them if they were not the correct age
for importation, did not have the correct registration, or be in serviceable condition. Our company is built on good quality Land Rovers.

We supply
only the best!

Dixon Strachan ~ info@90s110.hypermart.net
Phone/Fax 250-246-2898 ~ Cell: 250-701-5310

